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boom!

Lin Fan’s words radiated an extreme chill, like a noble and supreme

king, dominating the lives of sentient beings in all realms.

Now!

Li Sang Hyuk and Li Huairen turned pale.

In those eyes, there was a deep panic!

At this time, they were almost scared to pee.

He could feel that Lin Zuo… was furious!

And this man’s monstrous anger was enough to make the entire

Jiangshi, and even the entire Jiangnan, completely plunged into endless

chaos!

just!

Lin Fan’s words are a big joke in Li Xiangru, Zhang Lei and others.

All of them suddenly seemed to be looking at lunatics, and they cast

contemptuous glances at Lin Fan.

And Wan Jinrong laughed directly:

“Boy, are you crazy? Let’s kneel down, you deserve it too?”

“A trash door-to-door son-in-law, really treats himself as an adult? Why

don’t you kneel now? Next, how about we consider keeping your

whole body?”

Lin Fan shook his head:

“It seems that you don’t want to take this opportunity!”

Lin Fan was not angry, but stood up slowly, looking towards The eyes

of Wan Jinrong and others…the killing intent is getting stronger!

But his words made everyone present even more contemptuous.

Everyone shook their heads one after another. They really didn’t know

a trash, where such courage came from, as if they were so great.

This is the so-called newborn calf not afraid of tigers, right?

This waste, I’m afraid I don’t know at all, how terrifying the Li family’s

power is.

“Made! I think you want to die?”

Wan Jinrong was completely angry, a small wasteful son-in-law, dare to

threaten him as the president?

Damn it!

“Guardian! Disable this waste to me first! Kneel down and admit your

mistakes, I want you to kneel down and admit your mistakes now!”

Wan Jinrong roared, with a stern look on his face.

Huh!

Immediately!

A group of security guards wanted to step forward, planning to clean

up Lin Fan!

But at this moment, terrible things happened.

Seeing Lin Fan’s calm and indifferent face, he threw a card directly:

“Now, am I qualified?”

Huh?

Everyone suddenly felt puzzled, not knowing what Lin Fan meant.

And just now!

“This…this is impossible!!!”

A scream of extreme fear sounded instantly!

Everyone looked at them in astonishment, and saw that the screaming

person turned out to be Wan Jinrong.

At this moment, his face was completely ashen, completely distorted

by fear, his eyes fixed on the card on the ground.

“President, what’s the matter with you? Isn’t it just a card? What’s the

big deal?”

Li Xiangru said nonchalantly, but with a little contempt in his heart,

just a card scared Wan Jinrong?

“Shut up!”

However, Wan Jinrong directly slapped her and knocked Li Xiangru to

the ground.

Wan Jinrong seemed to have seen a ghost at this time, with a deep

panic on his face:

“You idiot, you know what this card? This is the Society for Worldwide

Interbank Custom Shop!”

“Only the top vip our Global Group, to be eligible to hold, only one

thousand the number!”

“Than the black Centurion The card is also a hundred times more

honorable! Only the president at the branch level of the Global Bank

Center is eligible to receive it! ”

Boom!

When they heard this, everyone felt a tingling scalp, all of them

dumbfounded, unable to believe their ears.

Is the president of the Global Banking Center branch eligible to

receive?

Doesn’t that mean that even the president of the branch, Wan Jinrong,

is not qualified to receive it?

Global Bank has only twelve central branches in China, and every

president has the power to dominate the existence of a consortium.

And this waste-to-door son-in-law in front of him is only qualified to

receive it if he exists?

The atmosphere solidified instantly!

Everyone was horrified, and Qi Qi looked at Lin Fan with an extremely

panic look!

Like hell!
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